
Single or Multi-Player Solitaire (1 - 3 players) 

A game for 1 – 3 players  

For the          playing cards 
 

A fun, non-competitive game about planning your own food forest 

 

Object: Build a landscape where every card’s inputs are satisfied by an 

adjoining card’s outputs. This is a non-competitive, puzzle-style game but 

cooperation is encouraged. 

 

Preparation: Do not use insect or natural disaster cards. Separate house cards. Each player gets 19 total 

cards: 1 house card + 18 additional cards. 

 

Playing Solitaire: Starting with the house, each player arranges the 19 cards such that: 

 

1. The N corner of each card points away from the player. 

2. Every card touches at least one other card along a full side or 

at corners.  

3. Cards that require full sun  are not placed in the shade (ie: 

not on N  corner, or NW  or NE  sides) of cards with the fully 

shaded N  symbol. Full sun cards also may not be placed at an 

N corner where the N  is half shaded: (i.e. do not place a plum 

card at the northern corner of a chestnut card.) 

4. Cards with the full sun|part shade image are not placed 

in full shade, i.e. not on a corner where the N  is fully shaded.  

5. A card with “pz:1” (Permaculture Zone 1) must touch a card with “pz:0” or “pz:1”; a card with 

“pz:2” must touch a card with “pz:0”, “pz:1” or “pz:2” and so forth, so that every card touches at 

least one card with a “pz” that is less than or equal to its own “pz”. These “zones” build out from 

the house.  You can learn more about Permaculture zones on our website and online. 

 

Conclusion: A player is finished when every input of every card is matched by an adjoining card’s output. 

Share, swap, and discard as much as you like.  If it is not possible to solve for every input, do the best 

you can. 

 

Find More Game Instructions Online! 
 

You will find more games on our website: www.FoodForestCardGame.com. You will also find the latest 

ideas and improvements for these and other games. Please feel free to improve on the games and to 

create your own. Then let us know what you’re doing so we can share it with the Food Forest 

community. 

http://www.foodforestcardgame.com/

